Q uantitative anterior segment imaging is regarded as more complex than retinal imaging because of tissue-induced distortion artifacts. In recent decades several techniques have been developed to allow objective imaging of the anterior segment 1 ; these include ultrasound biomicroscopy, 2 Scheimpflug imaging, 3 and optical coherence tomography. 4 However, all these modalities have major limitations when they are used for quantitative anterior segment evaluation. In all optical methods the iris pigment constitutes an obstacle to viewing the important structures of the lens equator. 1 Ultrasound biomicroscopy is vulnerable to distortion because of different sound velocities in different ocular and related media. All acoustic and light detection methods are therefore subject to image distortion by the intervening surfaces and require mathematical remodeling. 1 Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a valuable tool in the field of medical imaging. The eye is an ideal tissue for high-field MRI because of its wide variation in water content and in particular because of the requirement for high spatial resolution in a small field of view (FoV). MRI is currently used in ophthalmology for posterior segment imaging, [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] orbital imaging, 12 and anterior segment imaging. 10, [13] [14] [15] [16] Increasing the field strength of the static magnetic field (B0) results in improved signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). This is associated with enhanced spatial resolution and a shorter scanning time. Ultrahigh-field MRI at 7.1 T has become an important tool in neurologic research and has already been used to visualize the human eye in vivo. 17 The gain in SNR makes ultra-high-field MRI suitable for imaging intraocular structures of the eye. Unlike the other imaging modalities listed above, to give true anatomic proportions, MRI relies essentially on the homogeneity of both the static and the local magnetic field within the object to be examined and on the linearity of the gradients used. Conversely, artifacts also increase with increasing field strength, 18 because of, in particular, possible inhomogeneities of B0, the local magnetic field, and the type of sequence used.
In the present ultra-high-field MRI study a 7.1 T scanner was used to investigate the potential utility of this technology for imaging the anterior segment in phakic eyes of different species. Special attention was paid to quantification of lens placement and geometry, in particular the axial and equatorial lens diameter, contour length, and lens volume in relation to the sulcus-sulcus or angle-angle plane as a basis for future accommodation studies. The influence of tissue heating, reproducibility, and SNR are discussed quantitatively. Additionally, ultrasoundand 7.1 T MRI-based lens thickness (LT) determinations in monkey eyes were compared.
METHODS
The study was approved by the ethics committees of the University of Rostock and the University of Nijmegen. All animal experiments were performed in compliance with the ARVO Statement for the Use of Animals in Ophthalmic and Vision Research.
Animals
The study involved pig, rabbit, human, and monkey eyes. White New Zealand rabbits were acquired from approved vendors in accordance with the requirements of the Animal Welfare Act. Pig eyes were obtained from the local slaughterhouse. Enucleated eyes from rabbits (n ϭ 5, aged 3.5 years) and pig (n ϭ 1, aged 6 months) were assessed From the 1 Institute for Diagnostic Radiology and Neuroradiology, University of Greifswald, Greifswald, Germany; using the MRI techniques described below. In addition, one phakic human donor eye (aged 40 years) and monkey eyes (phakic n ϭ 3, pseudophakic n ϭ 1, aged 10 years) underwent micro-MRI assessment Ͻ24 hours after enucleation without any invasive manipulation of the eyes investigated. Before MRI on monkey eyes, LT was measured using A-scan ultrasonography (US; Sonomed A5500; Sonomed, Inc., Lake Success, NY). The ultrasound device was set to a sound velocity of 1548 ms
Ϫ1
. LT measurements were converted to actual distances using a sound velocity of 1641 ms
.
MRI Ex Vivo
Micro-MRI images were acquired using an ultra-high-field MR scanner (7.1 T ClinScan; Bruker Bioscan GmbH, Ettlingen, Germany). Instrument specifications are summarized in Table 1 . All eyes investigated were imaged using a phased array transmit-and-receive surface coil with two channels and two coil elements for each channel. The eye to be examined was placed at room temperature on a gauze cushion within the coil. The gauze cushion was supported by a foam pad to minimize unintended motion. The examination protocol consisted of T 2 -weighted turbo spin echo (T2w TSE) sequences. For ex vivo imaging, a FoV of 40 ϫ 40 mm with a matrix size of 512 ϫ 512 pixels was used. The other imaging parameters were TR 3300 ms and TE 75 ms with a turbo factor (TF) of 7. Twenty-two slices with no gap between the slices were acquired, and the slice thickness was 700 m. The acquisition time was 8:16 minutes. T2w images were acquired in three anatomic planes. To define these planes, localizing sequences were orientated perpendicular and parallel to the center of the ciliary body. Before acquiring the anatomic sequences, color-coded gradient field maps were measured ( Fig. 1) to monitor magnetic field inhomogeneities within the FoV. If gradient field mapping revealed severe inhomogeneities, additional shim procedures were performed.
MRI In Vivo
In vivo measurements on rabbits were performed under general anesthesia. The animals were placed in a supine position inside the scanner. If necessary, the head was stabilized on both sides within the animal bed using additional foam pads. The coil was placed over the eye at a distance of 1 mm, which was kept constant by a small foam pad. The coil was then affixed to the animal bed with adhesive tape. After acquiring localizing sequences parallel and perpendicular to the level of the ciliary body, gradient field mapping was also performed. In comparison to ex vivo imaging, the FoV used for the T2w TSE sequence was 40 ϫ 40 mm with a matrix of 320 ϫ 320 pixels. The other imaging parameters were TR 2420 ms, TE 44 ms, TF 7, 15 slices with a slice thickness of 700 m, and a gap of 20% between the slices. Acquisition time was 5.12 minutes for each plane with an overall scanning time of 30 minutes. For further analyses, the image data were transferred to a DICOM workstation (eFilm Workstation; Merge Health Care, Milwaukee, WI).
Tissue Heating
Unlike MRI systems used in routine clinical practice, the MRI scanner used here does not monitor the specific absorption rate. Therefore, the energy deposited due to the gradient systems can only be estimated. To monitor potential tissue heating, a fiber optic thermometer (Fiber Optic Temperature Module in combination with Model 1025 Monitoring & Gating System; SA Instruments, Inc., Stony Brook, NY) was used to obtain representative temperature profiles during ex vivo imaging (temperature range, 0 to ϩ70°C; calibrated accuracy, Ϯ0.2°C). The fiber optic probe was inserted into the anterior chamber of a pig eye via a corneal paracentesis. For temperature equalization the enucleated eye was placed on the gauze cushion within the coil 1 hour before scanning. Ambient air temperature was measured simultaneously.
Reproducibility
To analyze reproducibility, a rabbit eye underwent repeated scanning in vivo. After a first imaging sequence, the animal (white New Zealand rabbit, aged 5 months) was taken out of the scanner, the coil removed, and then refitted on the animal's eye, as described above. Afterward the animal was replaced inside the scanner and reimaged. This procedure was repeated three times. Axial globe cross-sections were selected from the MRI data for each iteration. LT was determined using two different methods: manual marking using the CAD software described below, and analysis of the grayscale distribution along the axial lens diameter followed by lens edge detection using the roots of the second derivation (highest gradient) of the grayscale distribution (Fig. 2) .
Signal-to-Noise Ratio
The SNR of the lens was calculated by defining a region of interest (ROI) around the entire lens in the equatorial plane and another ROI within the surrounding air. Although the ROI of the lens differed for each eye, the surrounding air ROI was constant in size (6 mm 2 ).
Biometry
The CAD-based evaluation method was applied to MR images of eyes from the different species (human, monkey, pig, rabbit). Axial globe cross-sections were selected from the MRI data sets for each eye. These sections were imported into a CAD system (Solid Works 2007; Dassault Systèmes Corp., Concord, MA), and the biometric dimensions were manually marked and calculated ( Fig. 3 and Table 2 ). The aim was to obtain lens dimensions and surface and volume data in relation to the sulcus-sulcus and angle-angle plane. The anterior segment cross-section presented in Figure 3 defines the various biometric distances. For the determination of lens surface and volume, the lens was constructed as a body of revolution using the digitized contour and the surface, and volume was calculated using the CAD system.
Five individual MRI-and ultrasound-based LT measurements in three different monkey eyes were used for LT comparison. A statistical analysis was performed (SPSS 15.0; SPSS, Chicago, IL). Monkey eye LT data were assessed by the Mann-Whitney U test. The level selected for statistical significance was P Ͻ 0.05.
In one pseudophakic monkey eye, the information provided by the intraocular lens (IOL) manufacturer was compared with MRI-based data. Manufacturer data for the implanted 30 diopter IOL were the following: central thickness 1.32 mm, diameter 6.0 mm, posterior radius of curvature 8.075 mm (spherical), and anterior radius of curvature 8.075 mm (aspherical).
RESULTS

Imaging
Micro-MR imaging for visualization of anatomic anterior segment details was achieved in all eyes examined. For ex vivo imaging, a FoV of 40 ϫ 40 mm with a matrix size of 512 ϫ 512 pixels and a slice thickness of 700 m yielded in-plane resolution of 80 ϫ 80 m. For in vivo imaging in rabbits the overall scanning time was approximately 30 minutes with 5.12 minutes for the high-resolution scans for each eye. Matrix size for in vivo imaging was 320 ϫ 320 pixels, resulting in in-plane resolution of 125 ϫ 125 m (slice thickness, 700 m). Figure 4 illustrates the placement of the fiber optic probe in the anterior chamber after ex vivo imaging of a pig eye and the temperature profiles during a 9.18 minute T2w high-resolution scan sequence in the anterior chamber as well as in ambient air. The temperature increase in the anterior chamber was approximately 0.6°C, rising from 23.5 Ϯ 0.1°C to 24.1 Ϯ 0.1°C. Ambient air temperature probe failed to disclose any heating of the room temperature, with a temperature remaining constant at approximately 23.5 Ϯ 0.1°C.
Tissue Heating, SNR, and Reproducibility
The mean SNR from lens to the surrounding air was found to be 3.20 (pig eye), 2.68 (rabbit eye), 2.89 (human donor eye), and 2.79 (monkey eye) for the ex vivo studies and 4.27 for the in vivo rabbit eye studies.
Data illustrating the reproducibility of biometric distance determinations are presented in Table 3 . The LT of an individual rabbit eye was determined by two different methods from three successive scans. A mean value with SD of 7.26 Ϯ 0.13 mm was found for manual thickness determination and 7.21 Ϯ 0.14 mm for the computer-assisted procedure. Both standard deviations are within a range of approximately 2 pixels (inplane resolution: 125 ϫ 125 m). Additionally, a difference between these two methods of 0.05 mm was found. Figure 5 shows an axial T 2 -weighted micro-MR image that provides representative examples of pig (Fig. 5A) and rabbit (Fig. 5B) eye anatomy. The eyes show spherical crystalline FIGURE 3. Human donor eye with anterior segment biometric distances marked, as presented in Table 2 . lenses with pronounced ciliary processes, whereas the ciliary muscle cannot be separated. Zonular fibers or groups cannot be imaged. Lens dimensions and sulcus-sulcus as well as angleangle distances for two selected eyes (rabbit, pig) are presented in Table 2 .
Rabbit and Pig Eye Anatomy-Ex Vivo
Primate Eye Anatomy-Ex Vivo
Micro-MR images of a human donor eye (Fig. 6A) aged 40 years and a monkey eye (Fig. 6B ) aged 10 years obtained ex vivo are presented in Figure 6 . A biometric analysis of the different lens geometries specified in Figure 3 is presented in Table 2 . The human lens is slightly larger than the monkey lens. The equatorial lens plane is located more anteriorly in the monkey eye than in the human eye. Single zonular fibers or zonular fiber groups cannot be separated. The ciliary muscle is far more pronounced in monkeys than in humans, and conversely the ciliary processes are more pronounced in humans.
Micro-MRI versus A-Scan Biometry in Monkey Eyes
Ultrasound-and MRI-based LT determinations in three monkey eyes (aged 10 years) were compared, and the findings are presented in Figure 7 and Table 4 . The mean ultrasound-based LTs (sound velocity of 1641 ms Ϫ1 ) are slightly greater than the MRI-based values. No significant differences in LT determinations in monkey eyes were detected between 7.1 T MRI and A-scan US (P Ͼ 0.05, Mann-Whitney U test). Figure 8 shows the MR image of a pseudophakic monkey eye, which is overlaid with the IOL manufacturer's information for central thickness (1.32 mm) and diameter (6.00 mm) as well as posterior and anterior radius of curvature (8.075 mm). It is evident that a circular arc with R ϭ 8.075 mm shows very close alignment with the spherical posterior IOL surface. This is in contrast with the aspherical anterior surface where the central portion shows close alignment, whereas an offset is apparent in the periphery. The anterior capsule can be separated (indicated by an asterisk).
Pseudophakic Monkey Eye
Phakic Rabbit Eye-In Vivo
A high-resolution MR ocular image of the crystalline lens of a rabbit obtained in vivo is shown in cross-section in Figure 9 . The findings are comparable with those obtained on ex vivo imaging but with a lower in-plane resolution of 125 ϫ 125 m.
DISCUSSION
This study demonstrates the potential of high-field MRI in an ophthalmology setting for visualizing normal anterior segment anatomy. Unlike other well-established ophthalmological imaging methods, MRI provides true anatomic proportions independent of the optical and absorption characteristics of the ocular tissues. Earlier published in vivo studies 13-15,19 -24 using 1.5 T MR imagers have shown an SNR resulting in limited resolution. Surface coils of various configurations have been used in the past, for example, to investigate anatomy, 19 intraocular metastases, 20 ocular and orbital lesions, 21 as well as extraocular muscles. 22 MRI has been used to observe the relationship between ciliary muscle activity and lens response, 10, 13, 23, 24 changes in lens volume during accommodation, 14 and cataractous lens changes. 25 Richdale et al. 17 have developed protocols that optimize contrast, resolution, and scan time for three-dimensional imaging of the human eye in vivo using a 7 T scanner. The Miyake-Apple technique, video analysis, and MRI have been used to investigate anterior segment structures after surgical manipulation of postmortem eyes. 15 Recent accommodation studies using MRI are quite rare compared with those using optical and ultrasound technologies.
One drawback with the studies cited above is the limited SNR with 1.5 T MR systems. Although 1.5 T MR scanners provide good contrast, spatial resolution, and detail, they offer inferior SNR when compared with ultra-high-field MRI. The MRI method developed by Strenk et al. 10, 23, 24, 26 for in vivo imaging of the anterior segment provides an FoV of 40 ϫ 40 mm and in-plane resolution of 156 ϫ 156 m 26 and 78 ϫ 78 m, 23 respectively. Using 7.1 T and T2w TSE sequences, it was possible to achieve in-plane resolution of 80 ϫ 80 m ex vivo and 125 ϫ 125 m in vivo when imaging the anterior and posterior segments of the eye.
Consequently, although the theoretical in-plane resolution for this study using 7.1 T is almost comparable with that in the 1.5 T studies conducted by Strenk, there is greater SNR. Therefore, the image information with 7.1 T appears far more detailed. The anterior segment cross-sections presented in Figures 5 and 6 confirm this conclusion. In addition, there was no alteration of image quality because of eye movements, microsaccades, for example, when ex vivo imaging was performed. Similarly, artifacts due to eye movements were also not an issue when in vivo imaging was performed under general anesthesia. Ex vivo imaging not only allows the coil to be placed closer to the surface of the cornea, but also reduces artifacts caused by the lid, a complication encountered in previous in vivo studies of the human eye 17 . Compared with laser techniques and Scheimpflug imaging, micro-MRI is not superior and offers no improvement for determining axial LT or imaging the central radius of curvature. However, the advantage of high-field MRI technology, which has the capability of 3D image and data analysis, is that it reveals overall lens geometry in relation to ciliary body configuration and lens volume. A full set of biometric data is shown in Table 2 for the different species to illustrate the potential of ultra-high-field MRI. This is applicable for both crystalline lenses as well as intraocular lenses (although data on the latter are not presented here). This demonstrates the advantage of MRI over optical and ultrasound methods. Again, the capability to acquire the entire lens shape rather than part of it may yield more precise knowledge about lens volume and the principal lens dimensions, including radius of curvature. For instance, overall lens dimensions in relation to sulcus-sulcus distance are important in regard to new IOL implants designed to correct presbyopia.
Ultrasound and MRI-based LT determinations were compared to identify the correlation between these two methods. A systematic difference (mean, 120 m) was detected, with higher values for US ( Fig. 7; Table 4 ). This 3% offset may be due to a variety of factors, such as sound velocity for US, ultrasound transducer alignment, or tilt of MRI crosssections. However, the systematic offset is more suggestive of a systematic error, and any future study must include a larger set of samples to permit detailed analysis of this phenomenon. The SD on ultrasound-based LT determination is comparable to that based on MRI data (SD US ϭ 0.030 mm, SD MRI ϭ 0.035 mm). No significant differences were detected between 7.1 T MRI and A-scan US in terms of LT determinations in monkey eyes (P Ͼ 0.05, Mann-Whitney U test). It can therefore be concluded that a micro-MRI-based quantitative analysis of anterior segment dimensions is comparable to that based on A-scan US.
Use of color-coded gradient field maps enabled the visualization of the homogeneity of the local magnetic field within the eye. Together with the linearity of the magnetic gradients used for imaging, this is the major prerequisite for obtaining true anatomic proportions without optical distortion. This has been demonstrated clearly in practice by comparing the IOL manufacturer's optic data with the MR image of a pseudophakic monkey eye (Fig. 8) . In-plane distances are identical, and a circular arc with the exact radius of curvature is closely aligned with the posterior spherical surface of the IOL. This analysis confirms the absence of relevant distortion artifacts inside the MR images. Coincidentally, micro-MRI offers astonishingly high repeatability, as demonstrated by LT determinations. Repeated scanning on the same eye resulted in a SD of approximately 0.14 mm, equivalent to Ͻ2 pixels in plane.
One limitation of ultra-high-field MRI with surface coils 18 is the signal drop-off from the surface of the coil to the center of the vitreous body. The same limitation was described by Richdale et al. 17 and is also known from previous studies at 1.5 T. For imaging the anterior segments of the eye, surface coils are preferable and provide excellent SNR.
Increasing the strength of the static magnetic field and the gradients could theoretically lead to radio frequency (RF)-induced heating of tissue, with the attendant potential for altering contrast. RF-induced temperature changes might alter T1 and T2 values of the tissue investigated. Temperature was therefore monitored ex vivo in a pig eye during a T2w TSE sequence, revealing a slight temperature increase, as assessed with a fiber optic probe placed in the anterior chamber. The probe is immune to electromagnetic-and radio frequency-induced interferences, and temperature measured with this probe is caused only by the RF-induced tissue heating of the probe itself. A temperature increase in the anterior chamber of 0.6°C was found during a 9.18 minute T2w high-resolution scan sequence. These temperature changes observed in this study did not lead either to cross-contrast changes or to geometrical distortions, and this was demonstrated by the results of the reproducibility studies. These findings are supported by the work of Richdale et al., 17 who did not observe changes in T1 values during imaging of the human eye in vivo at 7 T. The published in vivo studies cited above, in combination with the ex vivo and in vivo animal and donor eye studies presented here, demonstrate the future potential of high-field MRI for enhancing biomechanical understanding and the biometric evaluation of the crystalline lens and of artificial intraocular lenses. At present, particularly for humans, access to this technology is still limited because of the small tube diameter; however, new high-field systems are opening fresh horizons in intraocular imaging. In the future, ultra-high-resolution MRI will become an extremely useful modality that permits visualization of the relationship between ciliary muscle activity and lens response, including the circumlental space. The present study lends weight to the body of opinion that micro-MRI technology should be introduced into anterior segment imaging and justifies the investment of further efforts to establish this technology in experimental and clinical ophthalmology. This novel approach to exploring the anterior segment of the eye yields high-resolution images without optical distortion and overcomes many of the major limitations that are a feature of other quantitative imaging modalities.
